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Car Leasing Scheme for Breckland Council Employees 
 

Summary:  This report recommends the introduction of a formal car leasing scheme for 
eligible employees of Breckland Council. 

   

1. INTRODUCTION/BACKGROUND 

1.1 The purpose of this report is to advise Members of the Joint Consultative Committee of 
the proposed changes to the car leasing scheme for Breckland Council employees. 

 1.2    The report on the proposed car leasing scheme went to Executive Board on 5th March    
2007, Cabinet 12th March, Local Joint Consultative Committee & Safety Committee on 
22nd March, General Purposes Committee on 28th March and Overview and Scrutiny 
Committee on 5th April 2007.   It was resolved that officers be authorised to implement 
the scheme. 

2. KEY DECISION 

2.1 This is not a key decision.   

3. COUNCIL PRIORITIES 

3.1 The matter raised in this report falls within the following Council priorities:  

• An efficient and effective Council - a fit for purpose car leasing scheme is seen as 
a key tool for the recruitment and retention of quality staff. 

 

4. THE NEED FOR AMENDMENTS TO THE EXISTING POLICY 

4.1    A car leasing scheme is a potentially valuable tool in the recruitment and retention of 
quality staff.  Officers who meet criteria specified in the policy will therefore be eligible 
for a leased vehicle.   

4.2 The Car Leasing Policy was approved in April 2007.  It has generally worked well but 
specific problems were identified with regard to the fact that if an officer exceeded the 
contractual mileage of 15,000 private miles per year a charge would be made.  It was 
felt that this would reduce the scheme’s attractiveness and therefore its value as a part 
of the Councils’ recruitment and retention package. 

4.3 The current policy requires officers to estimate their Business and private mileage at 
the outset; it also charges officers at a rate of 5p per mile payable to the Council for 
any private mileage in excess of 15,000 miles per annum regardless of the mileage set 
in the lease agreement.  It is proposed that the officer should be allowed to set the 
mileage as a total with the leasing company and only if and when this is breached, 
should a charge be made against the officer.  Officers would be responsible for all 
excess mileage costs unless they could show that there had been a significant and 
unforeseen change in their role and therefore business related mileage. 

4.4    It is therefore proposed to delete the two statements within the scheme relating to the 
excess mileage from the car leasing scheme.  However, the option for charging if 
mileage is in excess of the contractual limit is still available under Point 4 in General 
Information. 



5. OPTIONS AVAILABLE 

5.1 There are two options available 

5.2     Approving the minor changes made to the policy and implement the Car Leasing 
Policy as soon as is practicable (see comments under risk).  This would ensure that we 
have an attractive, fit for purpose car leasing scheme as part of a recruitment package 
for officers who meet the criteria. 

5.2 If the recommendations made in this report were not approved a risk would be posed 
to the Authority. Existing officers who would have used the car leasing scheme may 
decide not to do so, and, as a result seek alternative employment with better 
remuneration packages. It could also prove difficult to attract new officers to the 
Authority with these clauses in the policy. 

6. REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION(S) 

6.1 Implementing the amendments to the Car Leasing Policy would ensure that there are 
guidelines issued to all eligible officers and any ad-hoc decision would not have to be 
made by Senior Managers within the Authority. It would also assist in the retention and 
recruitment of staff. 

7.       RISK 

7.1 At present there are a number of risks associated with this new policy. 

7.2 Car leasing is not the responsibility of any one department.  No manager has 
ownership of the car leasing scheme and as a result no consistent policy has been 
applied across the authority.  Monitoring of costs has not been undertaken.  

7.3 No guidance has been given as to where to source the vehicles from and as a 
consequence a different number of suppliers have been used which does not give the 
Authority leverage in the procurement of these vehicles to ensure best value for 
money. 

8. RECOMMENDATIONS 

7.1      Taking into account the risks highlighted in 7 above the recommendations are: 

7.2 Amend the car leasing scheme as set out in para 4.3. 

7.3 The Deputy Chief Executive agreeing to supervise this function from within the 
Cabinet office. 

7.4 The Procurement Officer evaluating the market to ensure that the Authority is getting 
best value for money from the car leasing company chosen to supply the Council. 

 
Appendices: 
Car Leasing Scheme 
 

Where appropriate, this report has taken account of the need for compliance with  
§ The Council’s Equal Opportunities Policies and Gender Equality Scheme  
§ Section 17, Crime & Disorder Act 1998 
§ Human Rights Act 1998 

Section 40, Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006 

 


